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FORTHCOMING ENGAGEMENTS 

All our engagement details will be advertised here. 

 

LOCAL PRIORITY 

Our priority will remain to tackle Anti-Social 

Behaviour (ASB) in Town East area.  That involves 

monitoring ASB reports and dealing with them and 

those involved and patrolling the areas where ASB 

occurs. 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING 

We have been aiming to prevent ASB incidents to 
happen by patrolling the areas with high footfalls 
and hot spots and identifying those involved. 
Working closely with our partner agencies like 
Boston Borough Council. we’ve issued Acceptable 
Behaviour Agreements and curfews have been put 
in place for some individuals as a result of their 
involvement in ASB, while some got a warning 
letter. 
We also have dealt with a number of youths for 
cycling on footpaths, carrying another person on 

handlebars and cycling without any lights after dark 
appropriately. 
Together with LHP we arranged fraud awareness 
sessions within sheltered accommodations. We 
also conducted walkabouts with LHP officers in east 
areas. 
We exercised our traffic powers carrying on Fatal 4 
and insurance checks – Town East team during 
November: as a result, 5 vehicles have been seized 
for insurance offences, one driver summoned for 
driving licence offences, 1 reported for seatbelt 
offences involving a child, 2 drivers dealt with for 
driving without due care and attention, 3 reported 
for using mobile phone while driving. four electric 
scooter users stopped and dealt with.  
Two neighbourhood issues resolved and 
reassurance visits carried out for suspicious 
circumstances reports in east area on 2 different 
occasions on top of routine patrols. 
We have been attending Witham way country park 
and Park runs there. We also organise an 
Engagement in Boston Library once a month.  
If you run a community group and would like us to 
visit, please let us know. We are friendly and would 
love to speak to you.  
Last but not least – HAVE A GREAT CHRISTMAS 

from Town East NPT.  

 


